
INSTRUCTIONS FOR MECHANIKS BENCH 

 

There are 2 versions. Mechaniks Bench 2 is the same music as Mechaniks Bench 1 but with an introduction and 

coda added 

 

1. Scoring is, of course flexible, but the following is a guide : 
  

 A : flute, oboe, clarinet, violin 
 B : oboe, clarinet, trumpet (muted), violin, viola 
 C : bassoon, horn, trombone (muted), viola, cello 
 D : bassoon, trombone (muted), tuba, cello, bass 
 Piano 
 Percussion (at least two) 
 Metronomes (at least four) 
 
Any of the parts may be played by saxophones, but Eflat instruments will need to transpose. (The transposed score 

has A : in Bflat , B : in Bflat, C : in F.) Any note may be transposed by an octave up or down. If there are large 
numbers of players they are free to switch between parts, as long as all four are being played. 
 

2. The piece should start with at least 5" of metronome (old-fashioned wooden one if possible) set at crotchet = 96, 

which should continue throughout. (At least 3 other metronomes are needed for the coda - any type, as long as they 
are reasonably loud.) 
 

3. Introduction (Mechaniks Bench 2 only) : begin with highest or lowest possible notes; string players should play 

with great bow pressure so that the pitch is indeterminate. Unison until bar 11, where players rall. & dim. 
independently, at the same time moving the note upwards or downwards until they reach the note with which 

mobile 1 begins. 
 

4. The pianist gives the signal for each mobile with a referee's whistle : the mobiles are continuous, but (apart from 
mobile 1) there is no need to begin each one simultaneously - players should change to the next mobile as soon as 

possible after the whistle. Each mobile should last a minimum of about 30" (or long enough to ensure that the 

complete rhythmic cycle is played at least twice). Durations should vary from mobile to mobile. 
 
5. Each phrase of the mobile is  repeated in strict tempo without any pause between repetitions. The exception is 

mobile 5, where gaps are allowed if the whole phrase is found too difficult. Where parts are played by more than 

one player there should be no attempt to play in unison! 
 
6. Piano : apart from the single notes in the left hand, all chords are to be played with fists, although in p a cluster 

with the flat of the hand may be substituted if preferred. The notation only implies a rough position for the hands, 

and the repetitions should not use the same notes each time, except in mobile 3, where the cluster should remain the 

same throughout. 
 

7. Percussion : the players should have an assortment of metal instruments only - brake drums, anvils (metal bars), 

metal pipes, tin cans of various sizes (the larger the better), saucepan lids, saucepans etc. In f and ff they should be 

played with small-headed hammers; in p with medium-soft mallets. Half-way through mobile 5 (see note 8) they 
should change to ratchets, fishing-rod reels or vibraslaps : rhythmically free, to sound like a machine running down. 
 

8. String players should play throughout either near the bridge (but not too near) or pizzicato or col legno. Trumpets 

and trombones should be muted (preferably cup mutes). 
 

9. Mobile 4 should be played p throughout with two phrases played subito ff as if at random; piano (only) should 

begin ff. 
     
10. Mobile 5 : at the half-way point (dynamic should have reached mf/mp) each player gradually slows down the 

phrase to half speed, i.e. crotchet = 96, and ppp, at which point the Coda begins.  Percussion should not slow 

down, but switch instruments without a break (see note 7). This mobile should be longer than the others, but not 

self-indulgently so! 
 

11. Coda (Mechaniks Bench 2 only). Each instrument gradually fades completely away over not more than 30". 

Keep in tempo (not in unison if possible) and continue to play until the note no longer sounds. percussion switch on 
metronomes in descending order of tempo. After all instruments have stopped and there has been silence (other 

than metronomes) for at least 10", piano brings in the tutti chord (as unostentatiously as possibe!). Switch off 

metronomes in descending order, i.e. slowest last. If there are large numbers of metronomes they can be set at 

slower tempi, but not slower than crotchet =  60. 
   

 


